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Visit our website: 
 

www.nationalforwarding.com 
 

You will find information about: 

 NFC & NFC Forms 
 Tonnage List 
 Agent Memos & Newsletters 
 DOD Personal Property Program 
 USTC Rules & Regulations 
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NFC & Affiliates Quick Check List 
September 2020 

 

Our Origin agent needs to: 
  
• Origin Services include performing a pre-move survey, packing and labeling boxes with contents, completing High Value/High Risk 
Inventory, packing & properly labeling pro gear with contents and weight, confirm if member has a front-load washer, APU and weigh 
shipment if L/H vehicle is not available or there is an overflow, making sure the customer has proper documents, and promptly returning 
copies of all origin documents and weights to National Forwarding. 
 
• Perform a pre-move survey 9 days prior to the first scheduled pack date, or within 5 days of the shipment being awarded, whichever 
date is later. For shipments less than 9 days out, perform the pre-move no later than 3 days prior to pack. For shipments less than 3 
days out, perform the pre-move no later than 1 day prior to pack.  
 
• With a completed pre-move submitted to NFC, the GBL will generally be printed about a week before load day and emailed to you. If 
you cannot reach the member for the pre-move, contact us ASAP. Advise NFC of any changes, such as deleting a pack day or 
loading early. 
 
• NFC will forward the origin documents to the base once all origin documents including weights and inventories from the driver 
have been received. This information must be received within 7 GBDs of the load day. (Contact our office if the driver has not returned 
them to you within 3 GBDs after pickup.) 
 
• Record the TSP name and SCAC on ALL paperwork. 
  
Our Hauler needs to: 
  
• Get a new light & heavy weight for all shipments at origin, including NTS. No back weighs please!  
 
• Record the TSP name and SCAC on ALL paperwork. 
 
• Take a rider on all NTS shipments and if you smell or see mold: DO NOT LOAD! Contact our Claims Department immediately at 800-
325-6889. 
 
• If there are any problems, contact NFC while the driver is at residence, not after he leaves. This could include incomplete packing or 
other incomplete services. 
 
• Make sure the customer signs all documents, call or email NFC with the weights (including the pro gear) within 3 days after pick up, 
and forward copies of all documents to the OA and to NFC no later than 7 days after loading. 
 
• Keep NFC posted with the current ETA to destination. ETA update emails are sent to your Dispatch email address. Government 
regulation requires 24-hour notice of delivery to residence or into SIT. The government WILL NOT grant SIT if the member isn’t 
provided 24-hour notice, and there are 2 documented unsuccessful attempts to make contact, at least 4 hours apart. 
 
• If a reweigh is requested or required as per the automatic reweigh criteria, call in weights within 3 days, or prior to delivery. NTS 
shipments are eligible for requested and automatic reweighs. Send copies of the reweigh tickets to our office within 7 days of the 
reweigh being performed. If a required/requested reweigh is not performed, the responsible party will be responsible for the $400 
government-imposed penalty. 
 
• Contact NFC when you arrive at destination and request any necessary preapprovals. We will arrive the shipment in DPS and request 
SIT, or deliver off to residence. 
 
• All residence deliveries include one-time placement, full unpack (unpack of HV/HR items is required even if unpacking is waived), 
uncrating (required even if all other services are waived), reassembly and debris removal. 
 
Our Destination Agent needs to: 
  
• Make sure the driver gets the shipment off in a timely manner. 
 
• Help the driver find qualified help if the shipment is delivering to residence or requires a shuttle. 
 
• Advise NFC ASAP if the customer or the base calls you to release a shipment out of SIT. NFC must be advised of a delivery BEFORE 
it delivers so we can enter the information into DPS – a 5% deduction of the storage and delivery charges will be assessed if NFC is not 
given advanced notice of delivery out of SIT. 
 
• NFC will confirm if a re-weigh was requested, or is required, prior to delivery out of SIT. If a required/requested reweigh is not 
performed, the responsible party will be responsible for the $400 government-imposed penalty. 
 
• Delivery out of SIT includes one-time placement, full unpack (unpack of HV/HR items is required even if unpacking is waived), 
uncrating (required even if all other services are waived), reassembly and debris removal. 
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NFC 409 Agreement Drivers – Quick Check List 
 

 Get a new light & heavy weight for shipments out of NTS or residence– 
no back weighs please! 
 

 When loading from NTS, check for moldy, wet or poor condition 
items (note on the required rider) – contact NFC Claims immediately 
before loading – NFC Claims 800-325-6889 
 

 Contact NFC if there are any problems at residence, any last-minute 
preapprovals, or unpacked items & make sure the customer & origin 
agent have copies of documents (see document distribution list) 
 

 Contact NFC with shipment weight within 3 days after pick up 
(including the pro-gear weight) Return copies of your weight tickets 
and inventories to the origin agent and NFC no later than 3 days 
after pickup *** A violation will occur if this is not performed *** 
 

 Keep NFC posted with your ETA to destination, and respond to NFC 
ETA update emails 
 

 Loading & delivery hours – 0800 to 1700 – Any service that will not 
allow completion by 2100 Hours must have prior approval from PPSO 
and customer 
 

 You are in charge of your hired help – make sure they can get on the 
base and are clean, qualified help wearing a company shirt 
 

 Contact NFC when you have arrived at destination and request any 
necessary preapprovals: 800-323-9125  
 

 Perform automatic/requested reweighs, call in the weights and send 
copies of weight tickets to our office within 3 days 
 

 Residence deliveries include one-time placement, full unpack, 
uncrating (required even if all other services are waived), 
reassembly, and debris removal on delivery day (this includes 
shipments out of NTS) 
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National Forwarding & NVL Driver – Quick Check List 
 

 Get a new light & heavy weight for shipments out of NTS or residence– 
no back weighs please! 
 

 When loading from NTS, check for moldy, wet or poor condition 
items (note on the required rider) – contact NFC Claims immediately 
before loading – NFC Claims 800-325-6889 
 

 Contact NFC if there are any problems at residence, any last-minute 
preapprovals or unpacked items & make sure the customer & origin 
agent have copies of documents (see document distribution list) 
 

 Contact NVL Operations with shipment weight within 3 days after 
pick up (including the pro-gear weight) Return copies of your weight 
tickets and inventories to the origin agent, NVL and NFC no later 
than 3 days after pickup*** A violation will occur if this is not 
performed *** 
 

 Keep NVL and NFC posted with your ETA to destination, and respond 
to NFC ETA update emails 
 

 Loading & delivery hours – 0800 to 1700 – Any service that will not 
allow completion by 2100 Hours must have prior approval from PPSO 
and customer 
 

 You are in charge of your hired help – make sure they can get on the 
base and are clean, qualified help wearing a company shirt 
 

 Contact NFC when you have arrived at destination and request any 
necessary preapprovals: 800-323-9125 
 

 Perform automatic/requested reweighs, call in the weights and send 
copies of weight tickets to our office within 3 days 
 

 Residence deliveries include one-time placement, full unpack, 
uncrating (required even if all other services are waived), 
reassembly, and debris removal on delivery day (this includes 
shipments out of NTS) 

 



FORWARDING OF BASE PAPERWORK TO NFC 
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 The origin agents should submit all origin documentation within 1-3 business days of 
pickup to origin-docs@nationalforwarding.com.  These documents include: Rated GBL, 
weights, inventory (carton and sticker inventory) and DD619.  
 

o Rating of the GBL simply requires the Gross, Tare, Net and Pro Gear weight 
totals are filled in Block 28.   
 

o If your invoice is ready at the time you have all your paperwork prepared, simply 
include your invoice as the first page of your PDF file.   
  

o A single PDF containing all requested documentation is required.  We are unable 
to accept emails containing multiple attachments.  

 
 If the driver has not returned the weights and inventory by the 4th business day after 

pickup, please contact our office.   
 

 If we have not received the documents by the 3rd business day after pickup we will 
reach out to the OA via email and ask for a paperwork status update.  
 

 If we have not heard from the OA by the morning of the 5th business day, a second and 
final attempt will be made to obtain the paperwork from the OA.  If the paperwork has not 
been received and processed by end of the 7th business day, the OA stands to receive a 
5% deduction to their Origin Service Commission for failure to submit paperwork in a 
timely manner. 

 
Agent Link Customers 
 

 If you are submitting your documents via Agent Link, we receive a copy, so there is no 
need to submit them to NFC via email. 
 

 You will, however, be required to submit your origin invoice to  
origin-docs@nationalforwarding.com  

 
 



DISTRIBUTION OF DOCUMENTS – 400NG/DP3 SHIPMENTS 
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Note 1: Submitting paperwork via email 

All paperwork can be submitted via email provided they are legible and complete copies. Below is a list of email 
addresses that should be used for processing paperwork to NFC. 
Please note, the following email addresses are not monitored for inquiry purposes and are strictly used for 
document transfer. 

 Origin paperwork/base papers – origin-docs@nationalforwarding.com 
 Origin weights – originweights@nationalforwarding.com 
 Reweigh weights – reweigh@nationalforwarding.com  
 Storage paperwork – storage-docs@nationalforwarding.com 
 Delivery/hauling paperwork – hauling-docs@nationalforwarding.com 

Note 2: Customer papers at Origin & Destination – The origin agent and delivery agent must leave these documents 
with the customer at the time of pickup and delivery.  

Note 3: Hauler/delivery agent papers must be sent to NFC as proof of final delivery to property owner. Original 
Notification of Loss or Damage at Delivery is required for payment. 

Note 4: Weight tickets must be legible and include: 1) location of scale, 2) date of weigh, 3) weights, 4) company 
ID, 5) customer’s last name, 6) GBL number, 7) weighmaster signature, 8) SCAC  

Note 5: List all accessorial services performed and the customer must initial each one.  This includes: Extra 
Pickup/Extra Delivery, Third-Party Service (TPS), Crating/Uncrating, Packing/Unpacking, Shuttle Service, 
Extra Labor, Bulky Articles, and Mini Storage Pickup/Delivery.  

PRE-MOVE SURVEY: 
 Local agent must perform and forward the completed NFC 

Pre-move Survey form and Table of Measurements within 
9 GBDs prior to the first pack date. However, if awarded 
within 14 days or less of the first pack date, perform 
and forward survey within 3 days of the award. 
Premovesurveys@nationalforwarding.com  

 Contact NFC if the customer can’t be reached for survey. 
 Confirm pack days – if they change after the pre-move 

survey has been submitted, contact customer and NFC 
ASAP with the change. An inconvenience claim may be 
charged back if dates are dropped without customer or 
NFC being notified. 

CUSTOMER PAPERS AT ORIGIN: (Note 2) 

 GBL 

 Inventory & HV/HR inventory 

 DD619 (Note 5) 
 

CUSTOMER PAPERS AT DESTINATION: (Note 2) 

 DD619-1 if SIT, reweigh services or other accessorial 
services (Note 5) 

 NTS shipments – copy of the GBL & copy of inventory 

 DoD Loss & Damage Form  

ORIGIN/BASE PAPERS: (Note 1) 
 GBL, weights filled in          
 Weight tickets (Note 4) Driver must return 
 DD619 (Note 5) 
 Inventory, including HV/HR inventory 

 
*To streamline our processes into a single email, we 
encourage the Origin Agent to process a single email to 
NFC with your invoice and all Origin Papers within 7 days. 
Your single email will fulfill the base paperwork and origin 
papers requirement while expediting your origin service 
payment. * 

HAULER’S RESPONSIBILITY:  

 Contact NFC with shipment weight including pro-gear 
weight – no more than 3 days after loading 

 Forward weight tickets and inventories, including the 
HV/HR inventory, to the origin agent and NFC no 
later than 7 days after loading (Note 4) 

 Include a Rider if the shipment came out of NTS 
(Driver must get new weights for NTS shipments) 

 Driver must have customer sign and date DD619-1, all 
inventories and leave copies with customer 

HAULER/DELIVERY AGENT PAPERS: (Note 3) 
 GBL & NFC BL   
 DD619-1, (Note 5)  
 Delivery inventory, including HV/HR inventory 
 Reweigh weight tickets if applicable (Note 4) 
 Rider against driver if applicable  
 Notification of Loss or Damage at Delivery  
 Any other documents regarding accessorial services to be 

billed 

REWEIGH RESPONSIBILITY:  
 The agent that is informed of the reweigh is required to 

perform the reweigh, and call in weights within 4 days 
 Reweigh weight tickets are to be sent to NFC no later 

than 7 days after the reweigh is performed (Note 4) 
 If a reweigh is requested on a shipment destined for 

SIT, and the hauler is sent the reweigh request while 
the driver is still in transit to SIT, the hauler is required 
to perform the reweigh – SIT WILL NOT be requested 
until a heavy weight is obtained by the hauler. 



WATCH LIST SHIPMENTS 
_______________________________________________________ 
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A shipment chosen to be on our Watch List has been booked with one of our carriers that will 
have a potentially high Customer Satisfaction Score in future performance periods. 
 
You will receive a call or email advising you of the Watch List Shipment status. This notification 
will serve as a request to do your normal outstanding service and to give this shipment extra 
special attention, as we must receive a 12 CSS Score for packing. 
 
Our score on Watch List Shipments is critical to our volume of business going forward and, 
consequently, our ability to book shipments to you.  We intend to monitor service carefully and 
look forward to any input that you can provide to assist with maximizing the score. 
 
In addition to your usual service, please make sure that you do the following: 
 

 Schedule and complete the pre-move survey as soon as possible. Sell your company to 
the customer and make him or her understand that you will give them the best move 
possible. 
 

 Give the customer an after-hours Emergency Number. Ours is 888-993-6683. 
 

 Call the customer the day before packing/loading and give them a timeframe for the 
arrival of the crew. If there are any changes, notify the customer and NFC immediately! 

 
 Send a supervisor out to inspect the job while it is in progress. 

 
 If this is a self-haul, communicate ETAs with our staff at 800-722-9144 or 

nfcoperations@nationalforwarding.com.  
  



CUSTOMER SATISFACTION SURVEY QUESTIONS 
_______________________________________________________ 
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Below is the list of Customer Satisfaction Survey Questions the customer fills out after their 
shipment has been delivered.  “Section II: The Transportation Provider” applies to the agents 
involved in the shipment. 
 
Section II: The Transportation Provider (i.e. the movers)

Origin  
1. Evaluate services provided at origin such as the quality of packing, 
labeling, and organizing of the packing crew: 

o Excellent  (12 pts) 
o Good  (9 pts) 
o Satisfactory  (6 pts) 
o Poor  (3 pts) 
o Unsatisfactory  (0 pts) 

Hauler 
2. Evaluate origin services such as the care, courtesy and attitude of the 
loading crew. 

o Excellent  (12 pts) 
o Good  (9 pts) 
o Satisfactory  (6 pts) 
o Poor  (3 pts) 
o Unsatisfactory  (0 pts) 

Hauler 
3. Evaluate how satisfied you were with the timeliness of the pickup of 
your personal property by the Transportation Provider (mover). 

o Excellent  (12 pts) 
o Good  (9 pts) 
o Satisfactory  (6 pts) 
o Poor  (3 pts) 
o Unsatisfactory  (0 pts) 

Destination 
4. Evaluate services provided at destination such as the care, courtesy, 
attitude of the crew, unloading, and unpacking. 

o Excellent  (12 pts) 
o Good  (9 pts) 
o Satisfactory  (6 pts) 
o Poor  (3 pts) 
o Unsatisfactory  (0 pts) 

Destination 
5. How satisfied were you with the timeliness of the delivery of your 
personal property by the Transportation Provider (mover)? 

o Excellent  (12 pts) 
o Good  (9 pts) 
o Satisfactory  (6 pts) 
o Poor  (3 pts) 
o Unsatisfactory  (0 pts) 

 
All Parties 
6. How would you rate your overall satisfaction with the moving company’s 
timeliness, courtesy, professionalism, and responsiveness in all phases of 
your move from contact through delivery, to include any follow up? 
 

o Excellent  (40 pts) 
o Good  (30 pts) 
o Satisfactory  (20 pts) 
o Poor  (10 pts) 
o Unsatisfactory  (0 pts) 

 
 Downloads are done weekly from DPS and any survey involving your agency will be 

emailed to you.  Please take the time to review them and take proactive measures if 
needed. 
 

 Agent CSS Scores and Claims Statistics are sent on the 15th of each month. These 
comprehensive reports provide CSS and Claim grades for Domestic shipments. The 
CSS scores are based on surveys that were submitted within the last 12 months of the 
report date, and the Claim grades are based on shipments that were picked up within 
the last three years of the report date.  

 
 If you have any questions regarding CSS scores, contact Agency Services at 800-323-

9125 or agencyservices@nationalforwarding.com. If you have any questions regarding 
claim statistics, contact Claims at 800-325-6889 or ncs@ncsclaims.com. 

  



HOW CAN YOU GET HIGH CUSTOMER 
SATISFACTION SCORES? 

_______________________________________________________ 
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National Forwarding works with agents and haulers who can provide EXCELLENT service to 
our customers in the military and are willing to go the ‘extra mile’.  The most excellent scores 
are achieved when the customers’ experience at origin goes well.  This starts with the first call 
to set up the pre-move survey and enables you to promote your company and the moving 
industry.  The surveyor should ask; “Is there anything we can do to make this the best move you 
have ever had?” This response should be noted and communicated to all parties involved. 
 
 

There are no 2nd chances; how we perceive people in the first 5-10 seconds will dictate 
how we respond to them. 

 
Communication throughout the move is a key to a successful moving experience for all. 

 
Unpacking is an entitlement and should be completed in a friendly and professional 

manner, making the customer feel like the services were not an inconvenience. 
 

Work as a team, listen, apologize, never embarrass or disrespect, smile, make eye 
contact and use titles when addressing the customer. 

 
Keep conversations related to the job. 

 
If mistakes were made by a previous agent, don’t “throw them under the bus.” We’re all 

on the same team. 
 

Don’t lose the HARDWARE! 
 

The final delivery is our last chance to ensure the customer is left with a positive, 
pleasant moving experience. 

 
 

Here are a few suggestions for agents and haulers to enhance the customers moving 
experience. 
 
 
Origin Agent: 
 
 First Impressions – Surveyor 
 

 Call the customer to introduce your company, make the Pre-Move Survey 
appointment 

 Arrive at scheduled appointment time 
 Sell your company, but only promise what you will provide 
 Providing something ‘extra’ makes the customer feel special 

 
 
 



HOW CAN YOU GET HIGH CUSTOMER 
SATISFACTION SCORES? 

_______________________________________________________ 
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First Impressions – Trained Packing Crew 

 
 Call the day before pack day with an ETA of the packing crew – call again 

on the pack day with an updated arrival time. A 2-hour window is  
suggested. Make sure the crew can get on the base in a timely manner 
and has the customer’s phone number to update arrival time if necessary.    

 Make sure the crew is clean, wearing company shirts and knows their 
responsibilities at the customer’s home – make sure cell phones are left 
in the truck and the crew knows to take scheduled breaks and lunch.  
Each crew should have one leader who is in charge.   

 The crew leader should walk through the home, make sure the customer 
has all personal items secured (purse, wallet, jewelry, cash, etc.) and 
review items to be packed, including Pro-Gear, and HV/HR items.  Any 
items that are not to be packed should be put in a closed room or the 
customer’s car. 

 
 Lasting Impressions 
 

 Make sure the crew cleans up after they are finished. Packing debris 
should not be left in the home or outside. The crew should also clean up 
any of their personal water, soda or food packaging.  

 If the mattresses were not packed so the customer could use them, make 
sure tape and boxes or bags are left at residence for the packing crew to 
return, or for the driver to pack. 

 Someone from the office staff should call the customer or make an onsite 
inspection on the day of packing to make sure everything is going as 
smoothly as it should be. Sometimes customers are afraid to call if 
something is not going as planned. 

 Ensure that all third-party and/or accessorial services are completed, 
especially any crating and bolt installation for front-load washers. 

 
 
Hauler: 
 
 First Impressions – Truck, Driver and Crew – at origin 
 

 Call the customer to introduce yourself and advise your arrival time. A 2-
hour window is suggested. Make sure you have enough help, 
prearranged the day before at the latest, and make sure you all can get 
on the base.   

 Make sure your truck is clean (inside and out) and moving pads are clean 
and folded. 

 The driver and crew should be clean and in a company shirt.  
 The driver should introduce him/herself and the crew, and complete a 

walk through with the customer while the crew gets the house ready with 
floor and door protection. 
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 Ask the customer if they are concerned about any particular item. Make 

sure it is one of the first to get on the truck. 
 Make sure all items are packed and the previous agent completed all 

required services. Call NFC ASAP if something was left incomplete, so 
we can contact the origin agent. Make sure the customer has all their 
personal items (purse, wallet, jewelry, cash, etc.) secured before starting 
to load.  

 Have the tools to disassemble items and properly take care of the 
hardware. 

 Take a final walk through the home to make sure everything has been 
loaded to the customer’s satisfaction. 

 Customer should sign all documents and receive a copy. 
 

Lasting Impressions at Delivery – Driver 
 

 Keep NFC and the customer advised of the arrival time. Make sure you 
have your crew lined up, and everyone is clean and in a company shirt. 
All should be able to get on the base in a timely manner.   

 Introduce everyone and while the crew is preparing the house, walk 
through the house with the customer and ask if they are requesting a full 
or partial unpack – this is a requirement. If the customer chooses not to 
have you unpack, all items and cartons must be placed in the proper 
rooms. Any items on the HV/HR inventory must be opened and checked 
off even if the customer waives unpacking. 

 Make sure customers’ personal items are secured (purse, wallet, jewelry, 
cash, etc.) before starting. 

 Assemble everything that was taken apart at origin, including shipments 
out of NTS. Having extra screws on hand could be helpful.  

 Take a final walk through with the customer to make sure everything has 
been properly placed and is assembled or unpacked to the customer’s 
satisfaction. 

 Make sure the customer signs all documents, and checks off if unpacking 
was completed. 

 All debris, including any trash created by the crew, must be removed from 
the residence. 

 
   
Destination Agent – Delivery out of SIT 
 
 First Impressions – Office Staff 
 

 If a base or the customer contacts you directly to schedule delivery, 
contact NFC immediately so we can properly coordinate and update DPS. 

 Contact the customer the day before delivery with an ETA of the arrival 
time of the crew and call again the morning of delivery to update the time.  
A 2-hour window is suggested.  The crew should have the customer’s 
phone number to call with ETA updates if necessary. 
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 Ask the customer if they are requesting a full or partial unpack.   
 Make sure the crew is clean, in company shirts and can get on the base.    
 Confirm the crew knows their responsibilities at delivery and they have 

the tools to properly assemble everything that was taken apart at origin.  
Having a packet of extra screws could be helpful. 

 
Lasting Impressions – Crew 
 

 Crew leader should take a walk through the house to make sure the 
customer’s personal items are secured (purse, wallet, jewelry, cash, etc.) 
before starting the delivery. 

 Breaks and lunch should be done on schedule.  Make sure the crew 
cleans up after themselves and properly disposes of trash. 

 Anything on the HV/HR Inventory must be unpacked and checked off 
even if the customer waives the unpacking. 

 Remove all packing materials and debris from the home.  The crew 
leader should take a final walk through the home to make sure everything 
is completed to the customers satisfaction. 

 Customer should sign all documents and check off if unpacking was 
completed. 

 An appearance by a supervisor at the delivery always makes a good final 
impression. 
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 The Pre-Move Survey is a Performance Requirement in the Tender of Service and 
considered one of the most important parts of an origin agent’s responsibility. 

 The following is based on the 17 January 2020 Tender of Service. 

 For standard award shipments, pre-move must be submitted to NFC no later than nine 
government business days from the first pack date. If a shipment is awarded within 14 
days of the first pack date, pre-move must be submitted to NFC within 3 days of the 
shipment award. 

 Survey may be completed either in residence, virtually (with customer’s consent; e.g. 
email or software consent) or telephonically. There are no longer restrictions regarding 
weight and/or radius. 

 
The surveyor should: 
 

 Contact the customer ASAP. 

 Be friendly, professional, and knowledgeable of military procedures. 

 Use National Forwarding’s Pre-Move Survey Certification form – a 5% 
deduction of booking commission will be assessed if the NFC form is not 
completed and returned. 

 Check for accessorial service charges (bulky articles, crating, shuttles etc.). 

 Check for items requiring third-party services (pool tables, Grandfather clocks, 
fitness equipment etc.). 

 Check for Firearms and ProGear.  

 Let the customer know what items cannot be shipped. 

 Check the home for infestation of any kind, animal droppings, mold or mildew, 
messy home conditions, etc. Advise NFC immediately if these conditions are 
discovered. 

 Suggest the customer reads the “It’s Your Move” pamphlet on the official DOD 
customer website: Move.mil/resources (under the Household Goods Policies 
and Supplements section). 

 Never discuss anything about delivery or an ETA to destination. Refer customer 
to NFC. 

 Remind the customer to secure all valuables before the crews arrive. 

 Confirm the pack and load dates and call our office if dates do not coincide with 
customer’s availability. If pack dates are added or dropped, be sure to advise 
the customer and NFC ASAP. 

 Make sure anything promised to the customer is communicated and performed. 
 
 



HORIZON VAN LINES, INC. 
800.722.9144 

PRE-MOVE SURVEY CERTIFICATION 
 Provided there are no changes to the dates referenced below, Pre-move due to NFC by: 00/00/00 

Customer GBL #                                               BL# 
Origin Destination 
Pack Start Date Pickup Date 

1) FIREARMS in shipment? *If shipment is out of NTS please call and confirm with the NTS warehouse*  YES  or  NO 
2) PROGEAR in shipment?  YES  or  NO  If yes, estimated weight ___________ LBS. 
3) Current delivery address: 

 
4) Earliest date customer or receiving agent can accept delivery _____________________ 
5) Is the first pack date correct?    If not, provide new pack date _________________ 
6) Is the pickup date correct?    If not, provide new pickup date ________________ 
7) Extra pickup? YES  or  NO If yes, provide EPU address ___________________________________________ 
8) Confirm contact information                       Email 

Phone # Origin     Destination          Cell 
CONFIRMATION OF COMPLETED PRE-MOVE SURVEY: 
 
CUSTOMER SIGNATURE___________________________________________ Date_______________________ 
 
If phone/virtual survey: AGENT SIGNATURE_______________________________ Date_________________ 
 

 
 
 
PRE-APPROVAL REQUESTS 
Bulky Articles 
Auto _________________________________________________            Motorcycle (all info required): 
ATV/Golf Cart/Riding mower _____________________________              Year _______________________ 
Boats/Jet Ski (Type & Length) ____________________________             Make ______________________ 
Hot Tub (dimensions required) _______ x _______ x _______                    Model _____________________ 
Rear Projection/Tube TV ONLY: ≥ 48in ____________________        VIN ________________________ 
OTHER Bulky Articles __________________________________ 
 
Crating? If yes, provide actual ITEM dimensions 
Item __________________________ Dimensions _____ x _____ x _____ 
Item __________________________ Dimensions _____ x _____ x _____ 
Item __________________________ Dimensions _____ x _____ x _____ 
Item __________________________ Dimensions _____ x _____ x _____ 
 
Shuttle? If yes, why can’t t/t access location? _____________________________________________________________ 
Transfer point (If known): _____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Extra Labor: # of Men ____ # of Hours ____ Reason _______________________________________________________ 
 
3rd party service? If yes, list what item/s need service ______________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

PROVIDE A COPY OF THIS FORM TO THE CUSTOMER SO THEY HAVE OUR CONTACT INFORMATION 
EMAIL PRE-MOVE AND CUBE SHEET TO PREMOVESURVEYS@NATIONALFORWARDING.COM 

NFC Pre-Move Survey Policy: For standard award shipments, pre-move must be submitted to NFC no later than nine (9) government business 
days.  If shipment award is within fourteen (14) days of first pack date, pre-move must be submitted within three (3) days of shipment 
award.  Failure to provide pre-move survey to NFC in a timely manner will result in a deduction to the paid origin service commission. 

ENTER PRE-MOVE SURVEY WEIGHT HERE: _________________LBS 
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Our office will now be handling these services per our 2020 Agent Compensation Schedule effective 
15 May 2020. 
 
An accurate completion of the NFC Pre-Move Certification Form will greatly assist us with both 
preapproval entry and order placement for all necessary crating and third-party service requests. To 
maintain our high standard of customer service, please note the following to ensure proper 
processing in-house, and a smooth move for the service member: 
 

 All crate requests (customer requests and agent recommendation) with the actual item 
dimensions. If phone survey, please make sure member provides dimensions. 

 All applicable third-party service requests. Common items to look for are slate pool tables 
(specify how many pieces of slate), Grandfather clocks, fitness equipment, Grand/Baby Grand 
pianos. 

 Re-crating member owned crates-note how many crates, item description, and the number of 
men/hours being requested. Please also make sure this information is documented on the 
DD619 so we can appropriately bill. 

 
The exception to our new policy includes the following: 
 

 Re-crating member-owned crates remains with the OA. 
 All uncrating remains the responsibility of the delivering agent.  

 
For billing purposes, please use the following guidelines: 
 
Newly built crates (delivering agent only): 
 

 Uncrating newly built crates is compensated per the 400NG Tariff rate.  
 To appropriately bill uncrating, delivering agent will need to document crate dimensions and 

item description on the DD619 and/or the inventory. 
 Utilize the crate dimensions provided on the uncrating preapproval that is sent by our office. 

 
Previously used/member-owned crates: 
 

 Any crate/s in which the service member retained from a previous move (including NTS 
shipments), re-crating/uncrating is compensated as extra labor item code 120A. 

 OA and delivering agent will need to document how many crates, item description, and the 
number of men/hours approved on the DD619. 

 Description and men/hours provided on the re-crating/uncrating 120A labor preapproval that is 
sent by our office can be used to fill in the DD619. 

 
If you have any questions or concerns please feel free to contact our Preapprovals Department 
at 800-722-9144 or preapprovals@nationalforwarding.com. 
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There has been a steady increase in failures to properly service pianos (Grand and Baby Grand 
only), Grandfather clocks and fitness equipment. The majority of these items are of high value 
and if not handled properly, can result in significant and costly damages. 
 
While we understand some of our agents may know how to properly service these items, a 
third-party service company should always be requested. This way we can ensure appropriate 
handling. Pianos require disassembly and locking of the piano keys. Grandfather clocks require 
the weights, chimes, and pendulum to be removed and the chains to be tied (chains should 
never be removed).  
 
Traditionally crating of pianos and Grandfather clocks (crating only billable per tariff rate, if 
approved) is not authorized however should a service member request crating, it should be 
noted on the NFC Pre-move Survey Certification form and we will attempt to seek approval but 
it will be subject to the base’s authorization. If crating is denied pianos should be 
padded/wrapped and placed on a piano board (Hauler responsibility) and clock boxes (or other 
corrugated cartons) should be utilized for the Grandfather clocks (Origin agent responsibility). 
 
Fitness equipment, especially large items like home gyms, treadmills and ellipticals have safety 
and liability concerns, and should always be disassembled by a third-party company. Even if the 
item in question can be shipped whole, we see that upon arrival to destination these items 
cannot fit through doorways/door frames, and now require more servicing. Without third party 
approval at origin it is very difficult to get destination approval.   
 
Per NFC policy, our office will arrange these services, if approved. Pianos, Grandfather clocks 
and fitness equipment need to be noted on the NFC Pre-move Survey Certification form. 
 
If you have any questions or concerns please feel free to contact our Preapprovals Department 
at 800-722-9144 or preapprovals@nationalforwarding.com.  
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Customers are allowed up to 2000 lbs. of pro-gear and their spouse is allowed up to an 
additional 500 lbs. That combined weight will be deducted from the weight charged against the 
customer’s allowed weight for their shipment.     
 
Specific exclusions follow: 
 

o Commercial products for sale/resale 
o Sports equipment 
o Office furniture 
o Household furniture 
o Shop fixtures 
o Furniture of any kind (bookcases, computer desk, file cabinets, racks) 
o Personal computer equipment and peripheral devices 
o Memorabilia including awards, plaques or objects for past performance 
o Table service including flatware, dishes, glassware and other utensils 
o Other items of professional nature that will not be necessary at the 

next/subsequent PDS, such as text books from previous schools unrelated to 
future duties and personal books, even if used as part of a past professional 
reading program or course of instruction and reference material that can be 
found on the internet. 

 
 However, if the customer insists these items are to be marked as pro-gear and counted 

toward the total pro-gear weight, mark them. Do not argue with the customer. The base 
ultimately will decide what is/is not pro-gear. 
 

 All pro-gear must be identified and separated from the household goods by the 
customer. The items must be placed in separate boxes, marked, weighed and 
inventoried properly. The pro-gear must be further identified as M-PRO for the member 
or S-PRO for the spouse on the inventory. 

  
 The pro-gear boxes can be weighed on a bathroom scale or platform scale. If a scale is 

not available, a constructive weight of 7 pounds per cubic foot will be used. When a 
constructive weight is used, the symbol “C” must be entered after the weight.  

 
 It is a good idea to keep pro-gear together on the inventory so it can be added up more 

easily. The pro-gear weight must be entered into DPS separately from the entire weight 
of the shipment.  
 

 The pro gear weight does NOT change the weight of the shipment – it is taken off the 
net weight when the military is processing the shipment to make sure the customer has 
not gone over their weight allowance. 
 

 Next page illustrates examples for the correct annotation of pro-gear, as well as a table 
containing constructive weights to reference. 
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Constructive weight examples: 
 
Carton Size Constructive Weights Common Carton Dimensions 

1.5 carton 10.5 lbs.  

3.0 carton 21 lbs.  

4.5 carton 31.5 lbs.  

5.2 carton 36.4 lbs. 18x18x18 

Wardrobe carton 70.35 lbs. 21x18x46 

Dish-pack carton 42 lbs. 24x18x24 

Mirror carton 58.1 lbs. 30x40 

 
 

Examples of properly annotated pro-gear on an inventory:  
 
1.5 carton - reference material – CP – M-PRO – 42 lbs (bathroom scale)  

4.5 carton – Flight suits – CP – S-PRO – 31.5 lbs C (constructive weight) 
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ORIGIN AGENT 
 
Pre-move Survey - The origin agent must ascertain at the pre-move survey whether the 
customer has the bolts for any front load washers, and make certain that they will be available 
at the time of packing. If the customer does not have the bolts to secure the washer for 
transport, then it will become the responsibility of the origin agent to procure the bolts. Make, 
model and serial # of the front-load washer must be obtained, and steps immediately taken to 
obtain the bolts prior to pack day. The customer should be made aware that you are going to 
attempt to get the bolts and that you will install them on pack day. 
 
The origin agent will be responsible for installing the bolts and securing the front-load washer on 
the day of packing. They should obtain a receipt for the purchase of any bolts, and submit for 
reimbursement with your invoice. Only the bolts or necessary hardware will be reimbursed in 
this manner (see section on compensation below). Under no circumstances should the crew 
disconnect the hoses, etc. for liability reasons. 
 
In the event of a short fuse shipment and the origin agent finds it impossible to procure the 
bolts, they must contact NFC’s Preapprovals Department at 800-722-9144. 
 
DRIVER/LOADERS 
 
When first arriving at the residence, find out if the packers have acquired and installed the bolts. 
If not, immediately contact NFC Preapprovals at 800-722-9144 and advise us that the washer 
has not been serviced. Do not leave the washer behind. If our combined efforts cannot find a 
solution that would enable us to service the washer, we may ask you to load the washer without 
it being serviced, or to install the bolts if an origin agent cannot return. In that case, if all other 
parts of this policy have been performed, you will be held harmless from any claim for damage 
that is strictly internal in nature, and where no specific evidence exists that indicates that the 
item was mishandled while in your possession. Under no circumstances should the crew 
disconnect the hoses, etc. for liability reasons. 
 
AT DELIVERY 
 
Remove the bolts upon delivery, whether a direct delivery or a delivery from storage, and leave 
them with the customer. Damage to the washer or the residence due to failure to remove the 
bolts will be charged back in full without respect to any per pound per article limitation. Under no 
circumstances should the delivery crew connect the hoses, etc. for liability reasons. 
 
COMPENSATION 
 
DP3 shipments – USTRANSCOM has taken the position that no additional charge will be 
allowed for servicing washers, including front load washers. Per the 400NG Tariff, “the 
cost for bracing/stabilization (and de-bracing/destabilization) of moveable parts IN or ON 
household appliances” is already being compensated in the 135A (Origin Service Charge) and 
135B (Destination Service Charge). Also “Third-Party Servicing DOES NOT APPLY to washers 
(e.g. front load) and other household articles that require bracing/stabilization (and de-
bracing/destabilization) of moveable parts IN or ON such appliances. The cost of this service is  
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considered to be part of the TSPs transportation charge”. No additional labor or third-party 
service can be requested for preapproval from the government. 
 
If the origin agent has to purchase shipping bolts/locking kit, NFC will reimburse you the cost of 
the bolts only, up to $50 as long as a paid receipt is supplied. 
 
LIABILITY 
 
If damage is determined to be from a failure to service the washer at origin, or de-service at 
destination, this will be considered gross negligence and the charge back will be assessed at 
100%. 
 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
As a follow-up to our recent correspondence communicating our policy on front load washers, 
we wanted to pass on all of the information that we have obtained that may be of assistance to 
you in obtaining and installing the shipping bolts. We are aware of the fact that most of you have 
already been performing this service for quite some time, but in the event that this information 
may be of use to you, we wanted you to be aware of some of the means at your disposal to 
perform this function.  
 
We are aware that this places an additional burden on you as an agent, particularly in light of 
USTRANSCOM’s position that there shall be no compensation under DP3 shipments. We will 
reimburse you (see policy for details) for the parts nevertheless and absorb those costs. On one 
hand, we realize the additional burden. On the other hand, the government has determined that 
these washers are common, and that movers should all know how to handle them. 
 
We realize also that the “It’s Your Move” booklet on www.move.mil/resources states that the 
customer should get the bolts. However, our experience thus far has shown that it is a bad idea 
to simply rely on the customer to get the bolts. Sometimes they just don’t do it. If the customer 
does indicate their willingness to get the bolts, there must be follow-up, and you would need to 
be able to step in at a moment’s notice to supply the bolts. That’s one reason why we feel it is 
necessary for the origin agent simply to take the responsibility for it if the customer doesn’t 
already have them. Regardless, just asking the customer to do it and then forgetting about it is 
not an option. 
 
The first step, if this has not been part of your company’s services before, is to appoint someone 
within the organization to be your “expert” on front loading washers. To obtain the bolts, here 
are some of the options open to you. Keep in mind that since ordering the bolts takes time, 
internet sites are only useful when the pre-move survey is done far enough in advance of 
loading. 
 

 Local hardware stores and some Home Depots 
 Go to www.SearsPartsDirect.com to order the parts – this site is not limited to 

Sears/Kenmore washers, but you will need the make and model number 
 Local third-party companies 
 Some National/Worldwide third-party companies may also be able to sell you just the kit 
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(cost may be inflated but it’s still an option) 

 Referrals from other local agents 
 The “LITKIT” – go to http://www.litco.com/litkit/index.htm for more info (this can be used 

instead of bolts and will work for any machine) – if used, the sticker that goes on the 
machine must also be used to alert the delivery crew to remove at destination 
 

Here’s some info for when the customer has the kit and you need additional information on how 
to install the bolts: 
 

 Most instruction manuals can be found online at managemylife.com (Need to know 
Brand and Model #) The website is easy to navigate; from the home page you click on 
manuals, then the brand, then residential washers. It will list all manuals available with 
the corresponding model # (kits also come with instructions) 

 Most FLW’s have four bolts, some the occasional two. Some also need spacers, 
washers, and clamps. All necessary parts come in the kit; including the wrench needed 
to put on or take off bolts (most common wrench size seems to be 3mm). Without 
appropriate wrench, you risk stripping the bolts 

 Two men are needed to install bolts; one to line up the drum, one to screw in bolts. 
Approximate installation of kit is 20 minutes. 

 
If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact our Preapprovals Department 
at 800-722-9144 or preapprovals@nationalforwarding.com. 
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ORIGIN AGENT 
 

 NEVER pack or load any part of a shipment where mold is present. Contact our Claims 
Department immediately at 800-325-6889. If you can’t reach us, and you see mold, 
don’t pack or load anything and call our emergency number 888-993-6683.   
 

 Inspect for mold on shipments that have been in storage, especially if the shipment or 
warehouse smells musty.   
 

 Once a shipment is accepted, it becomes our problem. Even if exceptions have been 
taken, since nobody is going to want to accept it, the costs of mitigation are the last 
TSP’s responsibility regardless of the mold’s origins. 

 
 
DESTINATION AGENT 
 

 If you receive a shipment into SIT which has moldy items contact our Claims 
Department immediately at 800-325-6889. If you can’t reach us, and you see mold, 
don’t pack or load anything and call our Emergency Number 888-993-6683. 
 

 If a moldy shipment is accepted into SIT, and our claims department was not notified 
while the hauler was still present, the receiving agent (destination agent) may be held 
liable for mitigation regardless of rider notes.  
 

 NEVER deliver any moldy items to the customers residence. If we deliver these 
moldy items to the home, we are also responsible for the possible cleaning of the home 
for mold. 
 

 
Should you have questions or concerns please feel free to contact our Claims Department at 
800-325-6889 or ncs@ncsclaims.com.  
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It has always been a requirement to take a rider annotating the condition of the goods when 
picking up a shipment from NTS. This is also true when you self-haul a shipment from your own 
NTS. We have always had some kind of per pound per article limitation for damage, so we 
absorb a large portion of any damage. Naturally, we do not want to just absorb losses for 
damage that actually occurred during NTS, and not under NFC’s GBL contract. 
 
With Full Replacement Valuation, we feel it is necessary to formalize our policy. We cannot limit 
liability to $1.25 per pound per article for the hauler when they fail to take a valid rider, whether 
picking up the shipment from their own NTS warehouse or out of a foreign NTS warehouse. Not 
taking a rider of any kind must be considered negligence, in that the agent has not taken any 
steps to protect us from absorbing a share of damages that may have already been present. 
The rider must be provided to us with the rest of the paperwork in order to be accepted by NFC, 
and the rider must be received prior to receipt of the actual claim from the customer. Loss has 
always been charged in full, and is not affected either way. 
 
Below are some situations that can arise when picking up a shipment from NTS. Please be sure 
that your crews/drivers understand what to do when situations like these arise, as they can be 
very costly if they are not handled properly. 
 

 The proper procedure is to take a rider using the existing inventory – the only time a “re-
inventory” would be valid is if it cross-references the original numbers. Even then, it’s not 
a good idea. We must ensure that a rider is carefully worded so that it protects us 
against claims. Contact our Claims Department if you do not feel it is possible to take a 
rider, for whatever reason.  
 

 Never accept a shipment with a substantial amount of water damage, or if ANY mold or 
mildew is detected. If mold or mildew is smelled or seen, stop and contact our Claims 
Department immediately. Even if a rider notes mold, mildew, or water damage, the 
expenses associated with “damage mitigation” would fall to the last handler per military 
regulation. These costs can often exceed the claim, and the mold could pose health 
hazards to certain individuals. See the Table of Contents for more information regarding 
“watching for mold.” 

 
 Do not accept any pre-wrapped furniture without unwrapping it and taking exceptions. 

This goes for shrink/stretch wrap, paper-padded furniture, or any other wrapping. If it is 
not a carrier-packed carton, it must be carefully viewed and exceptions must be noted. 
 

 If a carton is severely crushed or rattles, open up the box to see what, if anything, is 
broken, and write what the actual damaged item(s) is on the rider. Simply writing 
“crushed carton” is insufficient to protect us from liability for damaged contents. 
 

 If an NTS warehouse refuses to sign the rider, or disputes your crew’s comments, 
contact us immediately. Both parties have a right to document their opinion on the rider, 
and it is critical for us to get a copy of the rider right away when there is a dispute 
between parties. 
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 In the event that the original inventory covers the loss/damage to all items (i.e. there is 

no “new” loss/damage), a rider should still be made stating “none,” or “nothing 
additional.” Doing this would fulfill NFC’s NTS rider policy and allow your agency to be 
afforded the $1.25 per pound per article liability (does not apply to loss, which would still 
be charged back in full).  
 

 Documenting pre-existing damage that is already noted on the original inventory is not 
necessary, unless that original inventory appears to be “pencil whipped” or not specific 
enough to cover the damage. If damage appears new, or is greater than or different from 
the original exceptions, the damage should be documented on the rider. 

 
If you have any questions, or crews run into a situation where they are unsure of how to 
proceed, contact our Claims Department as quickly as possible and while the crew/driver is still 
at the NTS facility. Receiving word of a situation after the fact does not allow us to offer 
guidance. The Claims Department can be contacted at 800-325-6889. 
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ORIGIN AGENT 
 

 Mattress bags are allowed on Code D shipments. 
 

 Cartons are preferred because they offer more protection. 
 

 Only bags that are made specifically for shipping mattresses are allowed. 
 

DESTINATION AGENT 
  

 If a mattress comes into your warehouse bagged, simply note any exceptions for 
damage, etc. 

 
 If a bag has been compromised (torn, ripped, etc.) then we do need to re-bag it, and if 

NFC is notified promptly the costs associated with this service will be reimbursed. 
 

 Noting on a rider that a mattress or box spring has not been boxed or bagged does not 
mean that you are not liable for any damages. 

 
 If there is no box or bag, the condition of the mattress or box spring must be noted, and 

new materials applied as per above. 
 
 
SLEEP NUMBER BEDS 
 
See https://www.sleepnumber.com/ for much more information. Contact our Preapprovals 
Department at 800-323-9125 if you have questions. 
 
 
TEMPUR-PEDIC MATTRESSES (from Tempur-Pedic Website, September 2019) 
 
Handling instructions per Tempur-Pedic. 
 

 When transporting or storing your mattress, lay the mattress flat – not on its side or 
folded. 

 
 The handles included on some Tempur-Pedic mattresses are for positioning purposes 

only – not for carrying. 
 
See https://www.tempurpedic.com/product-care/ for more information. 
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 Missing parts or hardware at destination is very expensive and could ruin what could 
have been a great score. It can also lead to an unnecessary Letter of Warning from the 
base. 

 
 The Tender of Service states we must unpack and re-assemble all items disassembled 

at origin, whether from residence, SIT, or NTS. Completing this task is impossible when 
the parts or hardware is missing. The driver loading the shipment needs to take 
responsibility of the hardware.   
 

 The hardware can be placed in a bag and attached to each item, reinserted back into the 
holes that they were removed from, or labeled and placed into a parts box. If a parts box 
is used, list it as the #1 item on the furniture inventory. We also strongly suggest that the 
parts box be listed on the High Value/High Risk Inventory, with the same HV/HR 
treatment, to include security seals. 
 

 Do not roll the parts and hardware in paper, and do not place parts and hardware in 
cartons with other items. That can be dangerous when not labeled correctly, as it can be 
thrown out with the paper debris.  
 

 Make sure if the customer has taken apart anything, like shelving units, the hardware is 
attached. If the hardware is not there, point it out to the customer and note it on the 
inventory as short hardware. 

 
 Destination agents should be aware if there is a parts box or if the hardware is attached 

to individual items. If no hardware or parts box is received, note it on your rider to avoid 
chargebacks.   
 

 If there is a parts box or hardware noted on the inventory, and the parts box or hardware 
is missing when the shipment arrives into SIT, notify our claims department as soon as 
possible. We can trace with the previous agents, and at least prepare the customer that 
parts and hardware may be missing. Missing hardware or a missing parts box should not 
be something our office finds out about on delivery day, if you had advance knowledge 
of this possibility. 
 

 Before delivering out of SIT, make sure the crew knows they must reassemble items 
taken apart by the crew at origin. They should have the proper tools and an extra box of 
nuts, screws, bolts, etc. in case some of the original hardware is missing.   
 

 If missing hardware is discovered during the delivery, contact our claims department for 
advice on how to handle the delivery. 

 
 Correctly handling the hardware from the beginning of the move to delivery will 

help ensure we have satisfied the customer and will receive a good score. 
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About Parts Boxes: 
 
The DOD does not require the use of a parts box, and NFC does not forbid nor require the use 
of a parts box. Either method – parts box or just attaching hardware to the individual items – is 
acceptable. It should be either/or however, not a combination of some parts attached to items 
while other parts are in a parts box.  
 
It will always be the loader (driver if direct pick up, and origin agent if APU’d) that is responsible 
for disassembly. It is therefore that same party that will either attach the hardware to the items, 
or use a parts box. Some packers will leave a parts box at residence for the customer, but if a 
driver wants to use the parts box method, he should also have his own supply of parts boxes, as 
well as the necessary materials to bag and label the parts. Some packers like to do their own 
inventory (of the packed items) – but they will not be responsible for including the parts box on 
their inventory unless they’re also loading. The bottom line here is this: Parts boxes, when used, 
should be the first item on the furniture inventory.  
 
The following represents our current official policy, and liability will be determined 
accordingly should parts or hardware be lost. 
 
 
When parts boxes are used: 
 

 Parts for individual items must be bagged and labeled separately. The individual bags 
must be cross-referenced to the associated inventory item to which it belongs (i.e., “nuts, 
bolts, screws for Inv. #55 – baby crib”). 
 

 Inventory should always say either “CD or DBO”, and list a count of the pieces for the 
disassembled items. 

 
 Parts box when used should be the first item on the furniture portion of the inventory. 

 
 Strongly suggested but not required – Parts box should also be listed on the High 

Value/High Risk Inventory. We have the discretion to put anything we like on this 
inventory, if it helps to protect the HHG. The full HV/HR treatment would be given to 
them, including the numbered security seals. Remember though, the parts box must still 
appear on the regular inventory as the first item. 

 
 If a parts box is missing or tampered with, the last handler will be deemed responsible 

for any cost to replace and reassemble. This can be expensive when we are forced to 
call in repair firms and third parties to perform this service. 
 

 If loading a trailer that will be hauled by another party, the parts boxes should be located 
somewhere in the middle of the shipment if possible, not placed into belly boxes or other 
areas where they may not be found by the destination unloader. 
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If a parts box is NOT used: 
 

 Loader must attach to the item, as in the days before parts boxes, either using parts 
bags or just screwing bolts securely back into the items, etc. 
 

 Drivers and agents should have their own tools, sufficient to handle most situations.  
 

 Inventory should always say either “CD or DBO”, and list a count of the pieces for the 
disassembled items. 

 
 If all hardware, or enough hardware is missing as so it would have been noticeable by 

the receiving party, it is up to the last handler of the goods to annotate on a rider that all 
or part of the hardware is missing; otherwise, the last handler will be responsible. This 
has always been our policy when parts boxes are not used. 

 
 If there is an overflow, the parts box must be on the main load/portion of the shipment. If 

not, the loader of the main load will be responsible for any associated costs. 
 

 A blanket or pre-printed statement on a rider that all parts and hardware are unknown, 
and/or that receiving party takes no responsibility for missing parts or hardware will NOT 
relieve the receiving party of liability. Exceptions must be item specific. 
 

We realize that especially during peak season, that unpacking and reassembly take extra time. 
That said, they are absolutely required services unless the customer asks us not to do it. There 
are many instances where the delivering party leaves without offering to reassemble, or they are 
asked but decline to do it. These situations are extremely detrimental to our scores, and have 
even earned the name “dump and run” by USTRANSCOM. Also, when a shipment is not 
unpacked or properly assembled at destination to the member’s satisfaction, the base can and 
will issue a Letter of Warning. 

If you have any questions or concerns feel free to contact our Claims Department at 800-325-
6889 or ncs@ncsclaims.com. 
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Since Full Replacement Valuation took effect, a High Value/High Risk Inventory was adopted 
(officially recognized) by DOD. It protects the TSP and agents in ways that were impossible in 
the past. For example, high value items are by definition items that are worth more than $100.00 
per pound, and if the customer does not list high value items on a properly completed HV/HR 
form, the TSP’s liability is limited to $100.00 per pound. Additionally, if the HV/HR items are fully 
unpacked and the form is completed properly at delivery, the customer can’t later claim those 
items missing. If any agent does not comply with our policy for HV/HR items, the agent will bear 
the expense of any HV/HR item claimed as missing, when it is otherwise impossible to 
determine responsibility. 
 
ORIGIN AGENT/PACKER  
 

• Prepare the HV/HR Inventory on each shipment. Only this specific government HV/HR 
Inventory is acceptable.   

 
• Listing High Value items is the joint responsibility between the packing crew and 

the customer. High Value items are those worth more than $100 per lb. The customer 
should be advised at the time of the pre-move survey that he will be asked to do this. For 
the most part, this only applies to packed items.  

 
• Listing High Risk items is the origin agent’s responsibility. High Risk items include, 

but are not limited to, CDs, DVDs, electronics, or other easily pilfered item. (Don’t forget 
to list make, model and serial # for electronics – especially make and model#) 

 
• In the VERY unlikely event there are no High Value or High Risk Items, the word “none” 

should be written on the form; otherwise it should be completed in full.  
 
• If items are found on the inventory that should have been on the HV/HR Inventory, the 

origin agent will be found to be non-compliant with our policy. 
 
• It is desirable for the packers to prepare the inventory of packed items. This way, you 

can ensure items with previous damage are noted, and the HV/HR items are listed on 
the HV/HR Inventory AND the regular inventory. You must list all items on the shipment 
considered high value, extraordinary or unusual in nature. 
 

• Firearms must be handled in strict accordance with our separate Firearms 
Handling Policy (see Table of Contents for page number). Firearms should be listed 
on the descriptive inventory AND the HV/HR Inventory with Make, Model, Serial Number 
and Caliber or Gauge. 

 
• After the customer has witnessed that the items are in the cartons and have been 

packed to their satisfaction (pack these cartons with extra care), place the numbered 
Security Seals (they come in sets of two and are available through National Forwarding 
Co.) on the top and bottom of each carton. Have the customer/releasing agent sign both 
seals, in the place designated for customer signature.  
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• The inventory number, carton contents and security seal numbers must be listed on both 

the HV/HR Inventory and the Regular Descriptive Inventory.  
 

• The HV/HR Inventory must be filled out completely and accurately to be considered 
valid. The packing crew leader and the customer/releasing agent must certify that the 
High Value Inventory is true and correct. Both must sign and date the form.  

 
DRIVER  
 

• Items on the HV/HR Inventory must also be on the Regular Descriptive Inventory. 
Always check to make sure all items on the HV/HR Inventory are present before loading.  

 
• Maintain a supply of HV/HR inventories in case the origin agent did not prepare one.  

 
• If picking up from an agent’s warehouse and no HV/HR Inventory is present, write on the 

rider that there is no HV/HR Inventory. For sealed HV/HR cartons, check the top and 
bottom seals to ensure none have been tampered with.  

 
• For any questions involving shipments coming out of storage (especially NTS), call 

(800)325-6889 before loading, as we can offer detailed advice on wording for the rider. 
 
 

HAULER and/or DESTINATION AGENT 
 

• If receiving a shipment into storage and there is no HV/HR Inventory, annotate on your 
rider there was none given to you. If one is provided, while checking in a shipment make 
certain items on both the regular inventory and HV/HR Inventory are present.  

 
• Check the conditions and document any tampering or damage to seals and/or cartons. If 

tampering or damage is evident, cartons should be opened and checked.  
 

• Mandatory – Full unpack of all HV/HR Items is required at delivery - Have the 
customer sign the bottom of the form, AND initial the rightmost column on the HV/HR 
Inventory beside each item. This proper completion indicates unpacking was done and 
all items in the cartons were received in apparent good condition unless otherwise 
noted. It is not enough just to have the customer sign the form. If no initials appear in the 
right-hand column, and we are forced to accept liability, the delivering agent may be held 
responsible for the loss. 

 
• If there was an item count at origin, it is your responsibility to ensure all items were 

received.  
 

• Firearms must be handled in strict accordance with our separate Firearms 
Handling Policy (see Table of Contents for page number). Firearms must be 
unpacked and signed/initialed off at delivery. 

  
Please contact our Claims Department if you should have any questions or concerns at 800-
325-6889 or ncs@ncsclaims.com. 
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The Department of Defense requires that TSPs take effective steps to prevent the loss and/or 
theft of firearms. In addition to being high value items, firearms are inherently dangerous, and 
stolen firearms are frequently used in the commission of crimes. It is the duty of every TSP and 
agent to take effective measures to prevent their theft or loss. If firearms are missing from a 
shipment, the Military Surface Deployment and Distribution Command will hold a TSP Review 
Board to determine whether the TSP should be disqualified from further participation in the DOD 
Personal Property Program.  
 
 

ORIGIN AGENT PROCEDURE 
 

A. Firearms are no longer allowed to be transported inside a safe or gun safe, 
in accordance with the Tender of Service. 

 
B. All firearms must be packed within a carton. The carton should not be labeled as 

containing firearms. 
 

C. According to the Tender of Service, each privately owned firearm will be 
annotated on the inventory by make, model, caliber or gauge, and serial number. 
This information must be on both the regular inventory and the HV/HR inventory. 

 
D. Security seals must be affixed on the seams at the top and bottom of the carton 

by the packers, and this should be done in front of the customer. Additional seals 
should be used if necessary, to adequately secure larger cartons such as 
wardrobe cartons. 

 
E. It is the origin agent’s responsibility to complete the HV/HR inventory at the time 

the seals are affixed. The origin agent must ensure that the driver is aware of the 
firearms prior to loading. 

 
F. Revenue Penalty - If the origin agent does not follow the procedures referenced 

above, the origin agent will forfeit their entire booking commission. Further, if a 
TSP Review Board is convened against the TSP as a result of a missing firearm 
and the loss is attributed to the agent’s failure to follow the firearms handling 
policy, the agent will hold the TSP harmless from any and all expenses incurred 
to defend and/or appear at the TSP Review Board. 

 
G. On containerized shipments, the origin agent’s responsibilities specified above 

will still apply. The HV/HR Inventory and Security Seal Procedures 
pertaining to cartons are still applicable. Firearms should be put in the first crate 
labeled “No. 1.” At the time of delivery, the firearms must be located and their 
receipt acknowledged by the customer. 

 
IN-TRANSIT PROCEDURE  

 
A. Any time the shipment changes hands, the receiving party should check off the 

HV/HR inventory and carefully scrutinize the seals, acknowledging receipt of the  
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HV/HR items and the fact that security seals are still in place and undisturbed. If 
there is any question about whether the seals are intact, or if no seals were used, 
the carton should be opened, and the presence of the firearms noted. The carton 
should then be re-sealed with new security seals. The rider should be annotated 
that the carton was inspected, and new seal numbers annotated on the rider. 

 
B. There is a mandatory unpack for firearms at delivery, as part of the HV/HR 

Program. The customer must initial each item on HV/HR Inventory, including the 
firearms, and sign that they were received. 

 
C. If firearms are noted as missing or if any irregularities are noticed, our Claims 

Department is to be telephoned immediately at 800-325-6889.  
 
D. If a firearm cannot be located at the time of delivery, the destination 

Transportation Office and local police must be called. All delivery personnel, 
including their personal and company vehicles and all equipment and debris 
must remain on the scene until police arrive to conduct a thorough investigation 
and search for the missing firearm(s).  
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In order to comply with the Tender of Service and to avoid loss, we have developed the 
following policy for shipments that have overflows. Please disseminate this policy to all 
appropriate staff members to ensure every overflow shipment is organized and delivered 
successfully. We need this information to get to the people actually doing the work. 
 
The main portion MUST include: 
 

 Parts Box, if used (they are optional) – should always be first item on inventory 
 All mattresses and box springs 
 Bedding 
 Dishes, cookware and glassware 
 ALL High Value/High Risk items 
 Any other items that are essential to everyday living (ask the customer!) 

 
Failure to load essential items can result in costly inconvenience claims and lower 
Customer Satisfaction Scores (CSS). 
 

 The main load driver must prepare an inventory covering the entire shipment. This 
includes items that he is leaving behind as an overflow. 

 The main load driver must write “OVERFLOW” in the right-hand column next to 
each item that will be left behind for the overflow portion. 

 The next driver, or overflow driver (or agent if making an APU), must make a 
separate overflow inventory, and it must be cross referenced to the original 
inventory. Making a separate overflow inventory is a Tender of Service 
Requirement. 

 The overflow inventory should be labeled at the top as “Overflow” 
 New tag numbers should NOT be used for the overflow items, as multiple tag #’s 

are confusing and could result in claims for missing items. The items marked 
“overflow” on the main inventory must be checked, to ensure that all items are 
present and accounted for – in the event that the customer chose to hand-carry 
something, etc. 

 Items loaded on the overflow that are not on the main inventory should be included 
on the overflow inventory as “No #” 

 
On the Receiving End 
 

 For any change of hands (ie. the shipment goes into SIT at destination) the 
shipment should be checked off against the main inventory. 

 When receiving the main portion, any items NOT marked “overflow” should be 
indicated as short. For the overflow items, it is sufficient to simply write “Items on 
overflow not received.” It is a given that overflow items will be missing when the 
main load goes into SIT. 

 When receiving the overflow portions into SIT, write up any items on the overflow 
portion as missing if they do not check off. If there were missing items from the 
main load, the receiving party should also indicate whether those items arrived with 
the overflow or not – so the last rider is essentially an update to the first one. If in 
doubt however, missing items on the main load rider would still be the responsibility 
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of the main load driver. Each driver is responsible for the portion that they take 
according to the inventory. 

 Riders should clearly list date, company names of delivering and receiving 
companies, have both signatures and should also indicate “main load” or “overflow.” 
 

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact us directly: 
nfcoperations@nationalforwarding.com.  
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As most agents and haulers are aware, receiving and retaining shuttle payment on DOD 
shipments has been a challenge for our industry for some time. Providing satisfactory proof of 
the truck to truck transfer to the PPSO and GSA has been at the forefront of the issue. This has 
forced our Billing Department to strictly follow the tariff regulations that require tractor trailer 
weights, PPSO preapproval, and a signed DD619 to avoid receiving a Notice of Overcharge 
(NOC) on the shuttle billing. Unfortunately, we are still seeing an exceedingly large amount of 
shuttle charge backs from GSA due to lack of substantiating proof. Additionally, we are asked to 
provide more details surrounding the events of a shuttle service. This includes proof of the 
presence of the smaller shuttle vehicle, transfer points, vehicle information, etc. It is important to 
note that these additional document requirements were also added to the 2019 400NG tariff.  
 
NFC’s policy requires the following documents for a billable shuttle: 
 

 PPSO preapproval 
 A signed DD619 with shuttle written in and initialed by the customer 
 Tractor Trailer weights - Please see below for full explanation. 
 **Completed NFC Shuttle Log **  

 
NFC will not bill for shuttle service or compensate an agent/hauler for a shuttle without 
confirming all documentation has been received and a true truck to truck transfer has occurred. 
 
NFC will continue to aggressively fight all NOC’s on your behalf, however, our Billing 
Department has created a mandatory shuttle log form. Completion of this document is 
required for all shipments where shuttle service is performed. This went into effect on all 
shipments picked up on or after 4/1/19. See the next page for a blank copy of the shuttle log. 
A copy is emailed to your dispatch email contact once a shuttle request has been submitted by 
our Preapprovals department, and that copy will have the customer’s name, GBL, BL, and 
address filled out. The remainder needs to be completed in full by the driver/crew that performs 
shuttle service and returned to NFC Billing in order for us to bill the shuttle charge. We also 
suggest your drivers/crews have blank copies of these forms on hand. 
 
Tractor/Trailer Weight Ticket Requirement 
At origin, tractor trailer weights (light and heavy) should be obtained on load date. For direct 
deliveries, tractor trailer weights should be obtained on the delivery date to support your shuttle 
billing only if they were not obtained at origin at the time of pickup. Shuttles out of SIT are only 
approved in special circumstances. It is important to note, a shuttle out of SIT requires a truck to 
truck transfer. If a shuttle out of SIT is approved, tractor trailer weights must be obtained on 
delivery date as part of NFC’s Shuttle Policy. **Please note, running multiple trips to deliver a 
shipment out of SIT does not constitute a shuttle ** 
 
If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact us directly: 
nfcbilling@nationalforwarding.com.  



SHUTTLE LOG FORM 
 (complete and return to nfcbilling@nationalforwarding.com)  

MEMBER NAME: _________________________ GBL#: _____________________ 
AGENT/DRIVER: _________________________  BL#: ______________________ 

ADDRESS (IF NEEDED AT MULTIPLE LOCATIONS NOTE ALL ADDRESSES): 
_____________________________________________________________ 

LOCATION OF TRUCK TO TRUCK TRANSFER (complete address or cross-streets): 
_________________________________________________ 

DATE OF SHUTTLE SERVICE: ___________________________ 

TRACTOR TRAILER TRUCK INFO 

VEHICLE: _________________________________  LICENSE PLATE: _________________________ 

SHUTTLE TRUCK & LABOR INFO 
*If a rental truck is used, please provide a copy of the paid receipts.
*If your own vehicle is used, please provide a copy of the vehicle registration.

VEHICLE: _________________________________  LICENSE PLATE: _________________________ 

TIME 
SHUTTLE 

OBTAINED 

TIME SHUTTLE 
ARRIVED ON 
LOCATION 

TIME SHUTTLE LEFT 
LOCATION 

TIME SHUTTLE 
RETURNED 

MEMBER’S SIGNATURE (required): __________________________________________________ 

DRIVER’S SIGNATURE (required): ____________________________________________________ 

** In order to appropriately bill shuttle, NFC Billing will require DPS approval, signed DD619, 
shuttle log, and tractor trailer weights. This applies to origin and delivery out of SIT shuttles 
obtained on day of shuttle service, to confirm a truck to truck transfer 
occurred.  Shuttles at destination on direct deliveries do not require weights, provided the 
origin weights were taken from a tractor trailer** 

**Please be advised should GSA reject any documentation, this may result in a chargeback ** 
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Unpacking & Assembly 
 

 All shipments are entitled to a full unpack at destination with a one-time placement of 
items in the room designated by the customer. The unpacking includes the placement 
only of articles in cabinets, cupboards, shelving, or on available level surface. This 
does not include arranging the articles in a manner desired by the customer.   
 

 All items disassembled at origin or releasing from NTS must be reassembled 
(exception: brand new unopened furniture items). Make sure the driver or crew have 
common tools necessary to complete this requirement. 
 

 The unpacking must be performed to the customer’s satisfaction at the time of 
delivery. If the customer does not want their shipment unpacked, they must waive the 
unpacking in writing on the Loss and Damage Form.  

 
 
Debris Removal 
 

 Military customers are entitled to a full unpack and removal of all debris at time of 
delivery.  Please ensure if you unpack, you remove all debris.   
 

 Per NFC Policy, "Unpacking will not be paid if the customer advises that unpacking was 
not completed to their satisfaction and/or if debris was not removed in accordance with 
the DP3 business rules".  Any charges incurred by NFC for debris pickup may be 
deducted from an agent’s unpacking compensation. 
 

 While the 400NG does have a debris removal item code, 105D, this item code is only 
approved in rare circumstances (blue bark, wounded warrior, etc.).  If a base approval is 
provided the debris pickup must be performed within short proximity to the delivery date.  
 

 Do not tell the customer someone will come to pick up the boxes or give them the phone 
number of the local agent. 

 
 
 
Be sure the driver and/or delivery crew know their responsibilities, and any customer 
requests, prior to arriving at the customers residence. The delivery service should be 
completed in a friendly and professional manner, making the customer feel like the 
services were not an inconvenience – this will lead to higher CSS scores. 
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The delivering agent is responsible to uncrate all crated items at the time of delivery, 
regardless if third-party is used for crating at origin. This applies to NTS shipments as well, and 
all crates are to be left with the customer to be used for future moves. Billable item code for 
uncrating is 105E, and is paid per the tariff rate. Shipments in which the customer retained 
crates from a previous move, uncrating would then be labor-based; billable item code 120A. All 
uncrating requests are subject to government approval. In order for NFC to appropriately bill the 
government, delivering agent must note the item/s and crate size (LxWxH), or if labor-based 
must note the item/s and # of men/hours utilized, on a signed DD619. Description and men/hours 
provided on the uncrating 120A labor preapproval that is sent by our office can be used to fill in the 
DD619. 
 
Uncrating and unpacking are two separate services and it is stated in both the 400NG Tariff 
and Defense Transportation Regulation (DTR) that the customer is entitled to these services, 
unless specifically waived. While a customer may waive the unpacking service, that does not 
constitute waiving uncrating. Should a customer decide they do not want an agent to perform 
uncrating, it needs to be documented on the DD619 or the Loss/Damage at Delivery Form and 
signed by the customer. By doing this it releases the delivering agent’s responsibility to perform 
the uncrating service. Uncrating would then be the responsibility of the customer. If an agent 
fails to uncrate at delivery and does not have the appropriate documentation that service was 
waived this may result in a chargeback, should NFC have to utilize a third-party service 
company to perform the uncrating.  
 
If you have any questions or concerns please feel free to contact our Preapprovals Department 
at 800-722-9144 or preapprovals@nationalforwarding.com.  
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 (Check the Tender of Service for a complete list) 
 

 Prepare a LEGIBLE Inventory. Make sure the top and bottom portion are filled out 
properly and completely – see next page for example. 

 
 PBO is not allowed– every tote or previously packed carton must be checked and 

repacked if necessary. 
 

 List all contents of totes, duffle bags, trunks, dressers, chests, tool chests, etc., or list as 
empty. 

 
 Do not use general descriptions - décor is too general – list the room and what kind of 

décor; holiday, artificial flowers, pictures, etc.  
 

 If using a parts box, it needs to be on the inventory - hardware needs to be cross-
referenced to the item number. See Table of Contents for Parts/Hardware section. 

 
 Do not use ‘ditto’ marks or vertical drawn lines – do not use the word “miscellaneous.” 

 
 Be specific as possible when listing items, and be sure to include the Make, Model and 

Serial number of ALL electronics on the regular inventory and the High Value/High Risk 
Inventory. 

 
 Pro-Gear should be properly inventoried and annotated. See Table of Contents for Pro-

Gear section.  
 

 Make sure the condition is marked, be specific with exceptions, do not over-inventory or 
use the same exception symbol over and over. Generalized exceptions cannot be used 
to dispute and pre-existing damage should it be claimed. 

 
 Make sure the numbers on the inventory correspond to the tags, and make sure that the 

inventory numbers don’t damage the item – don’t apply the sticker to finished surfaces 
and never write on the actual item. 

 
 If unopened and in manufacturer’s carton, state ‘factory packed’. 

 
 Firearms must be listed on the GBL and packed in a box labeled sporting goods.  

Firearms should be listed on the regular inventory and the HV/HR Inventory including the 
make, model and serial number. See Table of Contents for Firearms section. 
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1

1. List tag color and item numbers on every page 
2. List page numbers (1 of 3 pages or 5 of 7 pages, etc.) 
3. Agency Name 
4. SCAC 
5. Carrier Bill of Lading 
6. Customer’s full name and rank (if available) 
7. Government Bill of Lading 
8. Complete origin loading address  
9. Complete destination address; if unknown, list the city and state 
10. Pro-Gear: List carton size, item description, M (member), or S (spouse).  The weight should  
be listed for each individual item as Constructed (C) or weighed on a Scale (S) 
11. List furniture item with brief description and do not over write exceptions 
12. List tool boxes or dressers as full/empty or locked/unlocked with brief description of contents 
13. Electronics should include a brief description with make, model and serial number 
14. Make sure the driver and customer sign and date at completion of loading 
15. Make sure the driver and customer sign and date at completion of delivery 

2 

3 

4 
5 

6 
7 

8 

9 

10 
11 

12 
13 

14 15 
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Here are some reminders regarding weighing procedures on military shipments: 

 
 All weight tickets MUST contain the customer’s last name, GBL number, and SCAC.  

 
 All weight tickets must be signed by the weighmaster – no exceptions. 

 
 All shipments must be weighed at origin including shipments releasing out of NTS. 

 
 A reweigh, when requested or automatic, should be performed at destination prior to 

delivery to residence or into SIT. Please bear in mind that the Transportation Office 
and customer are entitled to witness any shipment weighing if they so choose. 

 
 Separate weights should be obtained for any extra pickup or extra delivery requiring 

an accessorial service that has a weight-based compensation calculation. This 
primarily includes shuttles and mini-storage pickup fees. See Table of Contents for 
Shuttle Billing section. 

 
 Pro-Gear, aka Professional Books, Papers & Equipment, should be weighed separately 

(on a bathroom scale or platform scale) from household goods and entered on the GBL 
while being appropriately notated on the inventory. If a scale is not available a constructive 
weight should be estimated at 7 lbs. per cube. See table of contents for pro-gear section. 

 
 Leave all pads, dollies, hand trucks, ramps, and other equipment required to transport 

the shipment on the vehicle during the tare and gross weighing. No person(s) should be 
on the truck during the time of weighing. 

 
 Fuel tanks should be full at the time of each weighing. If not full, fuel should not be 

added between the tare weighing and the gross weighing. 
 
 Separate weight tickets are required for the tare and gross weights, except when using 

the same scale for both. See next page for properly completed weight ticket. 
 
 Weighing must be performed a reasonable distance from the actual load/unload 

location, and within a reasonable amount of time. 
 
 See next page for example of proper weight ticket. 
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The following is minimum information that is required on weight tickets: 
 

1. Location of scale 
2. Date of weigh 
3. Weights 
4. Company ID 
5. Shipper’s last name 
6. GBL number 
7. Weighmaster Signature 
8. SCAC 
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 As of 15 May 2020, the regulations regarding reweighs significantly changed. PPSOs 
and customers can still request reweighs at any time, but requirements for automatic 
reweighs - based on shipment weight, rank, and dependents – have also been added. 
 

 All shipments over 12,500 lbs., require an automatic reweigh. If a shipment is under 
12,500 lbs., it may still be subject to an automatic reweigh based on the table below. A 
customer’s rank and dependent status is located in Block 10 of the GBL. The automatic 
reweigh requirements apply to all shipments, including NTS shipments – the NTS 
weight CANNOT be used as the origin weight. 
 

 
 

 Upon notification of a PPSO or customer requested reweigh, NFC will still notify the 
appropriate agent. If the customer or PPSO is requesting a witnessed reweigh, the agent 
must provide the date, time, and location of the reweigh to coordinate with the customer. 

 
 When a shipment is delivering direct to residence or a private storage facility, the driver 

must get a new heavy weight ticket prior to offloading the shipment. 
o On a direct delivery, the driver should remove any debris from the delivery truck 

prior to obtaining the light weight. The packing materials were included in the 
heavy weight of the shipment and should not be included in the light weight. 
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 If the shipment is delivering to SIT, it must be reweighed before being placed into SIT. 
We will not request SIT until we receive the heavy weight.  
 

 Within 24 hours, the driver needs to contact us with the light weight, and follow up with 
forwarding the reweigh tickets to our office within three (3) days for submission to the 
base.  
 

 In the instance of a PPSO or customer requested reweigh being made after the 
shipment has been placed into SIT, the destination agent is required to perform the 
reweigh.  

 
 If NFC gives proper notification, a reweigh must be performed regardless if the official 

reweigh approval has been received by the agent – automatic reweighs do not require 
any official base approval.  

 
 NFC sends Hauler Activity Reports to agents currently hauling, and scheduled to haul, 

one or more of our shipments. An example of that report is shown below. We have 
included a “reweigh if” column that provides information regarding if a shipment will 
qualify for an automatic reweigh. Once weights are provided to our office, an automated 
email reminder will be sent out if that shipment meets automatic reweigh criteria. The 
activity report and reminder email are both considered proper notification to reweigh. 

 

 
 

 In the event that the reweigh is not performed, the offending agent will be charged 
back the $400 government-imposed non-performance fee. If NFC receives a 
Suspension for failure to reweigh, the offending agent will accept revenue distribution at 
a reconstructed weight. If NFC does not receive payment from the government due to 
failure to reweigh, the offending agent will forfeit all revenue on the shipment. 

 
 Reweigh tickets should be emailed to reweigh@nationalforwarding.com.  
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Real ID 
 
In an effort to combat terrorism, identity theft, other crimes, and to strengthen the accuracy and 
integrity of driver’s licenses, Congress passed the REAL ID Act in 2005. Beginning 1 October 2021 
(formerly 1 October 2020, but extended by 12 months due to the COVID-19 pandemic), REAL ID 
Driver’s Licenses, or REAL ID Identification Cards, will be required for access to enter secure federal 
areas (military bases). This requirement will also apply to commercial flights.  
 
REAL ID compliant ID Cards and Driver’s Licenses are distinguished from their non-REAL ID 
counterparts by one of several symbols below. One of these symbols will be located on the front of 
the driver’s license or ID card indicating that it is REAL ID compliant. Please check with your state’s 
Driver Services Facility for more information on identifying a REAL ID issued by your state. 
 

 
Photo credit: nationalnotary.org 

 
The REAL ID Act requires states to request additional documentation and substantiation in order to 
be obtained, as compared to a non-REAL ID Driver’s License or ID Card. Again, please check with 
your state’s Driver Services Facility for the required documentation in order to obtain a REAL ID. At 
this time, Oklahoma is not yet REAL ID compliant, but should be before October 2021. 
 

 
Photo Credit: dhs.gov 
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Military bases will deny access to individuals without a REAL ID compliant driver’s license or ID card 
containing the REAL ID symbol as mentioned above. Passports, passport cards, and other federally 
issued forms of identification may still be approved as a valid form of identification after 1 October 
2021, regardless of the individual’s possession of a REAL ID. If you do not have, or do not plan to 
obtain a REAL ID, please check with the base you plan to visit in order to determine what federally 
issued forms of identification are acceptable after 1 October 2021. 
 
ePACS, DBIDS, AIE, and TWIC 
 
These are all terms that are synonymous with military base access. It can be confusing what these 
terms mean, which terms apply to each Branch of Service, and what is important to know for your 
drivers and crews. The following provides some basic insight. 
 
ePACS (electronic physical access control system) is a combination of hardware (handheld 
scanners) and software that allows installations to electronically screen visitors and contractors for 
access. ePACS allow for continuous vetting of individuals that are registered in the system, which 
can assist with wait times to access bases. By continuously vetting registered individuals, those 
individuals can bypass the Visitor’s Center for a background check and go right to the gate to have 
their ID scanned, and be either granted or denied access.  
 
DBIDS (primarily implemented by the Air Force, Navy, and Marine Corps) and AIE (primarily 
implemented by the Army) are variations of ePACS. These systems are similar in that they both 
allow for continuous vetting of registered individuals. Individuals are able to register for either 
system, or both, by going to the Visitor’s Center at a corresponding Branch of Service’s base – you 
have to go to an Army base for AIE and an Air Force, Navy, or Marine Corps base for DBIDS. Both 
systems offer ID cards – AIE card and DBIDS card – once successfully registered in that Branch of 
Service’s ePACS. As of now, these cards do not necessarily cross over Branch of Service, and 
some are also installation specific. If base access is granted when an AIE card or DBIDS card is 
used to gain entry, the driver is allowed unescorted access.  
 
TWIC (Transportation Worker Identification Credential) is form of identification that can be used to 
be deemed fit to gain access to military bases. The Branches of Service are currently working to 
implement these cards, and enable TWIC to be registered in their ePACSs. With a registered TWIC, 
the individual will be continually vetted, like with a DBIDS or AIE card, and the individual can go 
directly to the gate for unescorted access at the installation where they are registered. As a note, 
there may be a per person cost associated with obtaining TWIC. 
 
Moving forward, the military’s goal is to eventually allow for REAL ID cards to be registered in these 
ePACS, but there is no timeline for this policy. A REAL ID remains a valid form of identification, a 
requirement for base access, but the individual would need to go to the Visitor’s Center for 
screening. Additionally, whether using a DBIDS card, AIE card, TWIC, or eventually a REAL ID, 
these only provide “fitness” to gain access to a base. The driver/crew will still need to provide proof 
of need to access the base – i.e. a GBL. 
 
If there is a military base that you or your crew members frequent, it is recommended to speak with 
their Visitor’s Center personnel, or Security Forces for the base, in order to determine the best way 
to reduce gate wait time, or to bypass the Visitor’s Center altogether. If there is a base that you are 
not familiar with, you can call their Security Forces to find out if they accept any forms of ID that you 
may already have, or find out what you will need to do if you do not have their required ID. As this 
information can change at any time, the individual bases are your best resource.  
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Defense Personal Property Program Domestic 400NG  2020 Tariff 
(15 May 2020 – 14 May 2019) 

https://move.mil/sites/default/files/2020-01/2020%20400NG.pdf  
 

Defense Personal Property Program Domestic 400NG  2019 Tariff 
(15 May 2019 – 14 May 2020) 

https://move.mil/sites/default/files/2019-01/2019%20400NG%20Tariff_3.pdf  
 

17 January 2020 – DTR – Part IV – Appendix B – Tender of Service 
https://move.mil/sites/default/files/2020-

01/2020%20DP3%20Tender%20Of%20Service%20%28TOS%29%20Final-
17%20Jan%20Change%202.pdf 

 
8 May 2019 – DTR – Part IV – Appendix B – Tender of Service 

https://www.ustranscom.mil/dtr/part-iv/dtr_part_iv_app_b.pdf 
 

15 January 2020 – DTR – Part IV – Attachment K1 – “It’s Your Move” – Armed Forces Members 
https://www.ustranscom.mil/dtr/part-iv/dtr_part_iv_app_k_1.pdf  

 
22 April 2020 – DTR – Part IV – Chapter 405 – Quality Assurance (QA) 

https://www.ustranscom.mil/dtr/part-iv/dtr_part_iv_405.pdf  
 

9 December 2019 – Defense Personal Property Program Claims and Liability Business Rules 
https://move.mil/sites/default/files/2020-

05/2020%20DP3%20Claims%20Liability%20Business%20Rules%20-Final_0.pdf  
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